Keeping our promises from conception
to operations.

A Unique Approach

The ICC Group Headquartered in St. Louis, MO, is a 34- year old professional provider of full service
engineering and design-build services, including automation, Smart 3D design, greenfield construction,
and capacity expansion for process-driven industrial clients in the brewing and distilling, chemical,
pharmaceutical, FMCG and cannabis industries.

DESIGN BRIEF

We begin your project with a design brief taking time to get to know
your business in depth, along with your current and future production
goals. The design brief is completed before the engineers even get
involved.

ENGINEERING

ICC addresses your civil and structural engineering needs through
the design-build expertise of three metal building suppliers we work
with directly in the construction planning phase.

3D SMART MODEL

Our Laser Scanning and 3D Modeling approach reduces errors,
improves planning and work processes, and identifies design clashes before they become construction delays. Video renderings allow
you to walk through your future facility before constructions begins.

FIT-FOR-PURPOSE

Next, our team will work with you to design a fit-for-purpose facility,
that guarantees the lowest total cost of ownership while being well
prepared for future expansions.

AUTOMATION

With over 20 years’ experience in Programming and Automation,
we guarantee a seamless integration with any control platform.
ICC designs and constructs complete control systems to fit any
size, capability and budget. Alternatively, we also commission
commercially available and web-browser based HMI packages.
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Engineering Lasting Results
“ICC is destined to be…and must be … a company that continually disrupts perceptions about what is
possible and what an engineering company can do. We must not just satisfy our customers, we must
astonish them, as well as our competitors. “ – ICC Leadership Team

CONSTRUCTION

With the approved smart model of your facility design, we
construct parts, vessels and systems off-site; ship
them to the construction site and install them in sequence.
This approach ensures the project is always on time and budget.

ICC TURNKEY

When opting for our Turnkey build services you are guaranteed
our highest level of customer satisfaction. We fully commit to the
approved contract price and stand behind our work. We keep
our promise, so you can keep yours.

ICC NW MANUFACTURING

At our 50,0000 sqf facility in Canby/OR we custom-make wide
varieties of innovative vessels: smart mix tanks with custom agitators, vessels, reactors featuring computerized processing controls,
and processing systems Our tanks can also be designed to meet
and manufactured to meet ASME section VIII, 3-A cGMP, and UL
specifications as well as any seismic requirements that exist.
In addition, we offer piping installations, and retrofitting services for
our tanks.

PROJECT EXPERTISE

Turnkey:
Balcones Distillery, Tempelton Rye Distillery, Kona Brewery, Tinley
Beverages.
OPEX & Capex Project:
LyondellBasel, Mallinckrodt, 3M, BASF, Westinghouse, ADM, Lonza,
MillerCoors, Pfizer, Afton Chemical.
Manufacturing:
Fresenius Cabi, NewLight Technologies, Brewing Systems 7- 50
BBL, Cannabis extraction systems.

How can we help with your engineering
needs?
CONTACT: Sales Department
503.912.2727 | info@icc-nw.net
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